Terminator Forever
Terminator Quiz
Find the right answers to the questions below. Pages 38 and 39 in TOPIC will help you!
1. When was the very first Terminator film released?
in 1984
in 1991

in 2003

in 2009

2. This newest movie is film number …?
two
four

six

eight

3. What is the network of machines called?
The Cloud
Cyberlink

Skynet

Metalmind

4. The newest movie is called Terminator: …?
Judgment Day
Salvation

Genisys

Dark Fate

5. What model number was the original terminator?
T-1
T-McG

T-800

T-101

Who is who?
Match the names with the descriptions on the right. Page 39 in TOPIC will help you!
James Cameron

A

This character is the leader of the human
resistance against the rise of the machines.

Arnold Schwarzenegger

B

In the 2015 movie, this character gets sent
back in time to save Sarah Connor.

Kyle Reese

C

This actor plays one of the main
characters in the 2009 movie.

John Connor

D

This Austrian actor played the very first
terminator. He also had a career as a politician.

Christian Bale

E

This Canadian director directed the first
two of the Terminator films.

Missing words
Fill in the missing words. Page 39 in TOPIC will help you!

Cyborgs
By definition, cyborgs are part human being, part _____________________. They are popular sciencefiction characters used by _____________________ in books or by directors in movies. However, there
are also real-life people who live with mechanical parts inside their body: People who suffer from a heart
condition, for instance, often have a _____________________ implanted. Others might have an artificial
_____________________ lens to help with their vision. A man from Britain is the first person to be officially
_____________________ as a cyborg – he has an _____________________ connected to his brain.
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Listening exercise

Ask your teacher for the audio files or listen to the audio on TOPICdigi.
Tip: Before you listen, read everything carefully. It will help you find the right answers.

Interview with the Terminator

https://topicdigi.at/s/G16Z

Listen to the interview with a Terminator from the future and choose whether the statements
below are true or false.
True

False

The Terminator is very polite.
The Terminator cannot be reprogrammed.
The Terminator wants to teach people.
The Terminator does not bleed.
The Terminator can fix himself if he is damaged.
The Terminator advises that humans should use more technology.
The Terminator thinks that the human future is already decided.
The Terminator says he will be back.
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